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Craver
2020
Fossilised limestone, rubber bladder, switchboard panel
Fossilisierter Kalkstein, Gummiballblase, Schalttafel
33 x 31 x 21 cm









Gurgler
2020
Fired clay, audio exciter, cables, frequency generator
Gebrannter Ton, Audio-Erreger, Kabel, Frequenzgenerator 
Dimensions variable / Maße variabel



Gurgler
2020
Detail



Dits Dahs
2020
Fibre-optic telecommunication cabinet doors
Glasfasertüren von Telekommunikations-Verteilerkästen
126 x 89 x 5 cm



Dits Dahs
2020
Fibre-optic telecommunication cabinet door
Glasfasertür von einem Telekommunikations-Verteilerkasten
126 x 49.5 x 5 cm



Advanced Outdoor Living
2020
Peach stone
Pfirsichkern
3 x 2.5 x 1 cm





Disconnector
2020
High voltage disconnectors, rain gutters, zink, steel
Hochspannungstrenner, Regenrinnen, Zink, Stahl
145 x 46 x 15.5 cm



Disconnector (front/vorne) & Gurglers (back/hinten)
2020



Gurglers
2020
Fired clay, PVC pipe, copper, audio exciter, cables, frequency generator
Gebrannter Ton, PVC-Rohr, Kupfer, Audio-Erreger, Kabel, Frequenzgenerator
Dimensions variable / Maße variabel      



Gurglers
2020
Detail



Gurglers
2020
Detail



Gurglers
2020
Detail



Disconnector
2020
High voltage disconnector, rain gutter, zink, steel
Hochspannungstrenner, Regenrinne, Zink, Stahl
145 x 15.5 x 23 cm



Pocket Cent Strings to the Hallway
2020
Shoelaces, string, coin, rivet, wire, twig, receipt, tape, rubber band, cables, vibration generator, frequency generator
Schnürsenkel, Schnur, Münze, Niete, Draht, Zweig, Kassenzettel, Klebeband, Gummiband, Kabel, Schwingungsgenerator, 
Frequenzgenerator
Dimensions variable / Maße variabel       



Pocket Cent Strings to the Hallway
2020
Detail      



Pocket Cent Strings to the Hallway
2020
Detail      



Pocket Cent Strings to the Hallway
2020
Detail      





Gutter
2020
PVC pipe, plug, audio exciter, cables, frequency generator
PVC-Rohr, Stopfen, Audio-Erreger, Kabel, Frequenzgenerator
Dimensions variable / Maße variabel







Rain Drains
2020
Rain gutters, audio exciter, cables, frequency generator
Regenrinnen, Audio-Erreger, Kabel, Frequenzgenerator
Dimensions variable / Maße variabel



Rain Drains
2020
Detail



Rain Drains
2020
Detail



Rain Drains
2020
Detail



Rain Drains
2020
Detail





Negative Hair
2020
String, foil, tape, cable ties, scraps, cables, vibration generator, frequency generator
Schnur, Folie, Klebeband, Kabelbinder, Schnipsel, Kabel, Schwingungsgenerator, Frequenzgenerator
Dimensions variable / Maße variabel



Negative Hair
2020
Details



Motor Graded Engine Imagery
2020
Crimp sleeves, tape, can rings, foil, nut, ball chain, wire, copper nugget, can, cables, vibration generator, frequency generator
Crimphülsen, Klebeband, Dosenringe, Folie, Nuss, Kugelkette, Draht, Kupferbrocken, Dose, Kabel, Schwingungsgenerator, 
Frequenzgenerator
Dimensions variable / Maße variabel



Motor Graded Engine Imagery
2020
Detail



Semi-automated Skink Tail
2020
Strap, string, rope, cables, vibration generator, frequency generator
Gurt, Schnur, Strick, Kabel, Schwingungsgenerator, Frequenzgenerator
Dimensions variable / Maße variabel



Semi-automated Skink Tail
2020
Details



Drainer
2020
Fired clay, PVC drainage pipe
Gebrannter Ton, PVC-Abflussrohr
11.5 x 11.5 x 14.5 cm



Gutters, switchboards, disconnectors, pipes, tubes—there’s no need for a flying 
carpet. All these tubular matter devices, tamed vibrations and light-bending are efforts 
to concoct some kind of structural magic: to make things disappear, dissolve, or 
reappear. To teleport, if not ourselves, then at least the objects we wish to position in 
other places or bring closer to us, seemingly without physical effort. To pour our dirty 
water elsewhere, to postpone pollution to elsewhen, to automate fire, to suddenly 
appear on the other side of the Atlantic. Plumbing is a form of magic, a portal to 
wherever. The source of central heating comes from another dimension. It updated by 
itself, without wires. These carriers have to have agreements on how to make objects 
and processes disappear from one location and appear in another. For it to work, 
materials have to speak the same diameter. 
 

To the vital materialist, the electrical grid is better understood as a volatile 
mix of coal, sweat, electromagnetic fields, computer programs, electron 
streams, profit motives, heat, lifestyles, nuclear fuel, plastic, fantasies of 
mastery, static, legislation, water, economic theory, wire, and wood—to name 
just some of the actants.1 
 

So here are some sculptures that have disappeared from one location and appeared in 
another as of late. Sculptures that are broken down into parts, and that have, or could, 
in turn transport broken-down parts from one place to another. They are canals, ducts, 
channels, conduits: common Canellians, in other words, sculptural elbows in the 
assemblage that is her body of work. Often adventitious, unconventional 
compatibility is key to the carryover of her material correspondence. Of seeking to 
find when things agree to disagree. Here is no exception, the materials themselves 
having disconnected, found each other, met new ends. Her material leaps incite 
blanks, ruptures, band gaps; found objects spark discontinuities, transitions, changes 
of key. A skeletal peach stone, a flattened can.  

 
A portal can be a door, window, arch, gateway, or just a gap in the hedge. The 
word encapsulates the idea of passing through, to a new opportunity, to 
making progress or moving forward, to entering fresh new worlds.2 
 

Sounding from the gut, the subwoofs throw up, vertically from the ground. By 
sending electrical vibrations through bits of stuff, precise wavelengths take ill-defined 
shape. Placed so as to slice rooms from top to bottom, they activate Canell’s 
improvised energetics: a twig, knotted elastic bands, pop rivets, shoelaces, ball chains, 
an elastic strap, aluminium crimp sleeves, pistachio shells, fake nails, tape, can rings, 
nylon, a receipt, metallic tinsel, cable ties, a shell, coins, plastic. Things that attach, 
fasten, link, lock, bind, conduct, join, or hold together. They create vertical diagrams 
of sorts, a kind of localised transperception out of sweepings. Bits and bobs, bobbing 
up and down or side to side along a middle, tap-tap-tapping the in-between.  
 

It thunders, howls, roars, hisses, whistles, blusters, hums, growls, rumbles, 
squeaks, groans, sings, crackles, cracks, rattles, flickers, clicks, snarls, 
tumbles.3	

 
Now more than ever, to be in the room. Sculpture in the present tense, not only 
demanding presence, but consisting of it, insisting on material immediacy. The spell 
of frequencies passing through in real time. Cup cracks become fault lines. We could 

talk about collapse and so on. Societal pulse along a supporting beam sweeps from the 
ground and up. Horsepower beats asphalt around a rubber wheel over a pothole 
resonating through the back of an earthworm’s segmented body tube. Mud needs to 
be compatible. Woofing down what comes and goes within the soil, block or become 
blocked by an accumulation of tatters. The gallimaufry of material shreds, cracks, 
seams—electron holes ripped my jeans. 1 cent clang metallic slang. Rattler mince, 
mash, metaxic trash. Bundles left dangling, daddy-long-legs leg pulled off and 
jiggling when everything flatlines.  
 

He tossed a coin into the teleport and jiggled a switch on the lolling control 
panel. With a crackle and a spit of light, the coin vanished.4 
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